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Abstract

Non-traditional book publishing, prospering on the Internet, now accounts for over eight times the output of traditional publishing. Non-traditional publishing includes books published by their authors and books representing the reuse of content, most of it not covered by copyright. The result is an heterogeneous, hyper-abundant contemporary book environment where the traditional mixes with the non-traditional and finding books that match a reader’s taste is more difficult than previously and may involve new methods of discovery.
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TCK Publishing is a traditional book publisher that publishes mass market fiction and nonfiction. We are open to submissions from authors with or without literary agents. Submit your manuscript today and hear back from our editors within 14-21 days. Book Publishing Designed for Authors. We are a no-fee independent book publishing company (also known as a small press or traditional publishing house). We are not a vanity press or subsidy press. That means we provide free publishing services, we don’t charge any fees, and we earn our profits from publishing, distributing, and marketing your books for you. We publish mass market fiction and nonfiction books. Please see our submission guidelines for more information about the specific genres we publish. Books shelved as non-traditional: Lumberjanes, Vol. 1: Beware the Kitten Holy by Noelle Stevenson, Shifty by Lynn E. Hazen, Everyone’s a Aliebn When Ur a... Discover new books on Goodreads. Meet your next favorite book. Sign in with Facebook. Sign in options. Join Goodreads. Shelves > Non Traditional >. Popular Non Traditional Books. Showings 1-50 of 223. Lumberjanes, Vol. 1: Beware the Kitten Holy (Lumberjanes, Vol. 1) by. Noelle Stevenson. (shelved 2 times as non-traditional) avg rating 3.91 — 46,672 ratings — published 2015. Want to Read saving... Want to Read. Currently Reading. Read. Error rating book. Refresh and try again. Rate this book. Clear rating. 1 of 5 stars 2 of 5 stars 3 of 5 stars 4 of 5 stars 5 of 5 stars. Shifty (Hardcover) b
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